1. Very interesting class with fun movies and clips to watch. Would be more help if teachings in class helped more with final projects
2. Great job Alex!
   Thank you again for teaching a class that allows the student to feel at home and interested in the subject matter.
3. These lectures were very interesting. The mix between slides, references to the readings of articles, plus videos made the lectures engaging as well. The professor had a sense of humor which enhanced class participation even during difficult content.
   The lack of exams, however, was a good & bad thing. Good, for obvious reasons. Bad because it made me a little lazy in readings/articles in a timely fashion.
   Overall, interesting course.
4. The first four labs help students learn about image processing but the last two were not necessary.
   I like the open-ended nature of the class.
5. VERY GOOD COURSE, LABS WERE INSTRUCTIVE
6. Great class I really enjoyed both the lectures + the labs.
7. VERY GOOD INSTRUCTOR, EASY TO UNDERSTAND
   WOULD RECOMMEND THIS CLASS+TEACHER TO MY FRIENDS.
   ENJOYED LEARNING MATLAB, PHIDGER. FELT THERE WASN’T MUCH DOCUMENTATION FOR OPEN CV THOUGH
8. I really have a great time taking this class under Alex! I enjoy it very much… Go Alex!!
9. The course was very interesting and a welcomed change from the more traditional courses. The only thing I would change about this class is having slightly more instruction on how to do the labs.
10. Alex is very knowledgeable, and very good at finding useful information to present. He is generally unavailable outside of class but responds well to email.